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I'll bring down this house
I'll creep in and out
The thieves of the wind leaving no trace about 
But all that I touch will be changed be undoubt
Mind you I'll mind you I'm mine to protect
I will Watch over you who will suspect
Deep in the woods where no one can detect

In the woods something glowing 
A burning light has started growing
It feels like a change is upon us at last
Consuming us fast, change is upon us!

The smoke in the night 
the ash on the light
I think that it might be the best thing in sight
I know now I am right to 
let you be consumed by the light

The curse on this house has been cast throughout
Only I know what lingers without
All that has led me be proof be undoubt
Bury my love right deep in the ground
I went from watchful eyes all around
Secret/Save for the treasure that can not be found

In the woods something glowing 
A burning light has started growing
It feels like a change is upon us at last
Consuming us fast, change is upon us!

In the woods something glowing 
A burning light has started growing
It feels like a change is upon us at last
Consuming us fast, change is upon us!

The smoke in the night 
the ash on the light
I think that it might be the last thing in sight
I know now I am right to 
let you be consumed by 
the smoke in the night
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the ash on the light
I think that it might be the last thing in sight
I know now I am right to 
let you be consumed 
I know now I am right to 
let you be consumed by the light
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